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January 30, 2014 
 
 
 
TO:   Upper Roaring Fork Trails Plan, Planning Team 

 
RE:   Comments for URFTP, Mountain Bike User Group Meeting 
 
 
 
In this document, we intend to address the overall goals for this Trails Plan from a mountain 
bike trail user’s perspective.  These comments are based upon our detailed knowledge of 
the area and our experiences riding great trails both within and beyond the Roaring Fork 
area.   Using the IMBA Ride Center evaluation system as a guide helps us to understand 
the types of trails and amenities we should hope to include in this planning process.   
Achieving a Gold medal rated IMBA Ride Center would mean we’ve achieved many of our 
trail quality and quantity goals while at the same time providing a valuable community trail 
network that both locals and visitors will enjoy for years to come.   
 
While our focus is mountain bike trails, we are fortunate in that our trail system is not over 
crowded, and there is almost always plenty of room to share the trail with other user types.  
While we expect most of the trails in the network will continue to be open and used by 
hikers, dog walkers, runners, and the occasional equestrian, we are interested in studying 
separated uses if and when bike specific trails are designed with features that are downhill 
oriented. 

The following pages include big picture goals and specific location based ideas that should 
be studied in the context of existing conditions maps.  The most important goal in this 
process is to create a World Class trails system.  The system must also be functional, 
safe and sustainable, but those are givens if we focus on creating a summertime amenity 
on par with the winter time recreation available in Aspen and Snowmass.  As a primary 
stakeholder in this process, we are looking forward to the work ahead and the successes 
that we’ll share as a community in the future! 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Mike Pritchard 
 
RFMBA, Executive Director 
(970) 948-3486 
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Trails & the Upper Roaring Fork’s natural geography  
 
As a starting point, let’s consider the terrain that we’re working with. 

1. If man made boundaries didn’t exist, where would the best trails want to be in our area?  
While difficult, expensive and time consuming, easements, agreements and outright 
property purchases can be the final step solutions to enacting visionary trail system 
amenities.  This is a long range planning effort, and we should expect some proposals 
and solutions to take time and resources to implement.  

2. Initial trails and routes in the area followed rivers and streams, which is often not ideal 
for bike travel in the mountains.  Better routes for bikes would follow natural benches 
and roll through the terrain with steep ups and downs in short spurts as dictated by the 
landscape. 

3. Many steep areas exist throughout the planning area.  As developing trails that traverse 
very steep slopes can be expensive, un-sustainable or even dangerous, we might want 
to shy away from certain areas.  However, if a system connection is critical enough, 
then long term investment might be warranted.  Consider the infrastructure investment 
made for paved bike paths connecting Rio Grande to Cemetery Lane, or Roundabout to 
Aspen Highlands.  Investing in dirt singletrack can be much more affordable in 
comparison.  Don’t rule out traversing steep slopes. 

4. Identify the few areas that are relatively flat in comparison to the surrounding 
mountains.  Utilize these areas for easier riding experiences.   

5. Utilize historic area ditches for new trail alignments.  While these on the ground features 
may still be in use, primitive parallel trails often exist.  Develop adjacent trails that allow 
for the beginner or intermediate level rider to enjoy a great percentage of system trails.   

6. Identify areas that hold less snow throughout the winter, and melt off sooner in the 
spring.  These areas will provide for a longer riding season.   

7. There are opportunities just beyond the planning area that should be considered.  For 
example, there are a number of "lost" USFS trails between Lost Man and Hunter Creek 
that would be great for equestrian and trail running if only they weren't so neglected 
over time. Improving these and other trails will help to take pressure off other trails and 
help disperse recreation.  Wisely use the resources available and save the old trails for 
future generations to access the landscape. 
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Introduce New Trail Types & New System Amenities 
 
Aspen, Snowmass and the surrounding area have an existing network of trails open to 
mountain bikes, many of which are re-purposed mining era roads and hiking trails.  Many of 
these routes were constructed for the purpose of simply connecting point A to point B, often 
requiring many hundreds or thousands of feet of elevation gain.  For routes that were 
created for foot, horse, or motor vehicle, the steepness of many existing routes was not a 
consideration for sustainability or a future generation of pedal powered users. 
 
1. Add trails to the network that are fun for their own sake, rather than just serving as a 

connection to a breathtaking viewpoint.  The journey is the destination! 

2. Add modern flow trails to the system, (this builds on point  #1).  Identify locations that 
these could be bike specific trails, limiting other trail users for safety as needed.   

3. Increase the amount and variety of bike specific singletrack.  These can be multi-use 
like Tom Blake, Airline Trail, Rim Trail, but most of the trails that qualify as bike specific 
are in the ‘More Difficult’ category.  We need more trails that are bike specific Easy, 
Very Difficult, and Extremely Difficult.  

4. Introduce trails that have a primarily rolling nature to them.  For new riders to the sport, 
and visitors coming from sea level altitudes, pointing them towards riding up a mountain 
and then right back down is a recipe for turning them off to the sport.  With the right trail 
experience, visitors and new riders will return year after year. 

5. Add entry level trails to the system.  This one is obvious, and relates to the above 
points.   We simply don’t have enough of these to point new riders towards.  Make the 
trails generous and safe for new riders, yet still fun for advanced riders.   

6. Introduce advanced riding features as short side options to easier and intermediate 
trails.  This allows all rider types to benefit from one trail, while encouraging new riders 
to sharpen their skill set. 

7. Trail networks should offer multiple loops and options with the ability to add on 
segments to provide a variety of lengths and experiences.   A robust system should 
have many offerings to keep the experience fresh on each outing. 
 

8. Provide a family friendly riding venue.  Identify one trailhead where all ages can depart 
from one location to enjoy easy trails, skill parks, pump tracks, flow trails, and access to 
longer cross country rides.  Base of Tiehack might serve this purpose.   

9. Encourage and support development of gravity oriented riding at Snowmass Mountain.  
Increase the quantity, quality, and variety of trail types on offer to increase overall use 
and encourage return visits. 

10. Develop a dirt jump park that allows for both easy/more difficult experiences and 
very/extremely difficult experiences.  Location near Aspen Schools might be ideal. 
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11. Develop a pump track for skills building, and possibly for competitions.  This could be in 
the same location as the dirt jump park, or there could be multiple small venues in 
Aspen & Snowmass.   

12. Develop opportunities for backcountry style shuttle gravity rides.  This currently exists 
above Woody Creek, but more and better trails will be needed for this area to become a 
recommended destination. 

13. Introduce fat bike specific winter trails.  Grooming technology is evolving quickly to 
provide an ideal hard pack surface for fat bike riding.  This evolving segment of 
mountain biking can introduce winter visitors to hint of the extensive summer time trail 
system.   

14. Improve trail system signage and Trailhead kiosks so that both visitors and locals are 
aware of the extent of the system.   

 
 
City of Aspen 
 
Starting from downtown Aspen, many paved bike paths provide connections to surrounding 
areas.   
 
1. Portal Trail.  This proposed trail alignment will connect Verena Mallory Trail (adj. to 
Hunter Creek Trail) to Lani White Trail (near Centennial Apts.)  This is the holy grail route 
that will allow mountain bikers to connect the Hunter Creek forest lands to downtown Aspen 
via dirt trail, completely avoiding the traditional paved descent of Red Mt. Rd.  The trail 
approvals are in the final stages with City of Aspen Parks Dept. working to determine the 
final alignment of the trail.  After many years in the works, we're hopeful that this trail will be 
constructed in 2014, and look forward to assisting in any way possible. 
 
2. Marolt-Holden Open Space.  Nordic trail system is currently experimenting with winter 
use of the occasionallygroomed dog walking loop for fat tire bikes.  Propose expanding 
upon this amenity, making it a permanent Nordic system feature with a longer, and perhaps 
twistier route. 
 
3. Moore Open Space.  This area has one existing primary singletrack connection between 
the Aspen Roundabout and the Aspen Recreation Center / Bridge to Tiehack, and a 
secondary singletrack segment that allows for a short internal loop.  Given the location 
(near ARC, School Campus, and downtown) and given the terrain (relatively flat + rolling), 
and given the extraordinary views (Aspen Highlands, Buttermilk, Pyramid Peak), 
developing this open space into a beginner friendly singletrack network would be a huge 
asset for both locals and visitors.   

4. Connect Moore Open Space to base of Buttermilk Mountain (& Airline Connector Trail) 
via the historic and currently un-used Maroon Creek Bridge.  This will provide a beginner or 
intermediate route connecting the areas along the south side of High 82.  This is a flatter 
and more straightforward route for connecting downtown Aspen to Sky Mountain Park via 
singletrack trails.   
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5. Rim of Aspen Concept Trail.  This concept would link together some existing and many 
new singletrack segments to create a rolling circumnavigation of the City of Aspen.  There 
would be many entry and departure points along the circuit given the existing developed 
density of the city and surrounding area.  If developed properly, this would be a must ride 
for anyone staying and visiting downtown Aspen.  Start at Difficult Campground, traverse 
on south side of the valley in the White River National Forest land (south of North Star 
Nature Preserve) to the base of Aspen Mt., pick up existing singletrack of the Ajax Trail 
which connects towards Little Cloud trail near base of Shadow Mt., follow around Shadow 
Mt. towards Aspen Music Festival School via historic Ore Cart Trail route (OS&T waiting on 
an easement), cross over Castle Creek Road onto new singletrack along existing ditch that 
wraps around to base of Aspen Highlands & Five Trees subdivision.  From here, either join 
Moore Open Space trail system and proposed route over old Maroon Creek Bridge, or 
cross Maroon Creek at Tiehack Bridge to base of Buttermilk.  From here, continue towards 
Sky Mt. Park, Intercept Lot & Rio Grande Trail, or take existing Maroon Creek singletrack to 
Aspen Golf Course (or new trail to Rio Grande Trail) and then Cemetery Lane to Rio 
Grande Trail.  Climb lowest portion of Sunnyside Trail and connect to a new concept trail 
that would utilize a ditch alignment across face of Rd Mt., which would then join Hunter 
Creek/Smuggler or down to the Portal Trail.  From near base of Smuggler Mt. Rd., take 
new rolling trail back to Difficult Campground.   
 
6. Connect Aspen Airport Business Center to Intercept Lot.  This concept trail will complete 
a logical loop utilizing the new Airline & Cozyline Trails on Sky Mountain Park via proposed 
Airline Connector Trail and paved bike paths.  Currently, if riding from Aspen, riding Airline 
and Cozyline is an out and back style ride, or part of a bigger loop with too much pavement. 
Connection would utilize some existing historic routes, but would mainly be new 
singletrack.  Most challenging section to construct and maintain is directly adjacent to 
Highway 82 on the Shale Bluffs formation.  Additional description is provided below in #8, 
“Section 4.3.5.3”. 
 
7. Connect Aspen Airport Business Center to Jaffee Park via the Old Stage Road.  This 
would require repairing existing abutments at historic bridge crossing location, and 
construction of a new bridge.  
 
8. The Roaring Fork Gorge recently went through a Management Plan process covering 
lands along the Rio Grande Trail from Stein Park to Jaffee Park.  Here are RFMBA’s 
November 2013 trail related comments from that process: 
 

Section 4.1.1: 
Strongly support acquisition of described lands, especially those on the east side of 
the Rio Grande Trail, generally comprised of flatter sage brush land that would be 
ideal for development of a compact network of singletrack trails that would offer 
beginner level and younger mountain bikers a focus area that would be accessed 
from parking lot at Jaffee Park, or directly from Aspen area along the Rio Grande 
trail.  See Appendix B, Mountain Bike and Cross Bike Open House map, for general 
location.  
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Section 4.3.1.1: 
Strongly support the creation of a parallel singletrack option along the length of the 
dual surface proposed for Rio Grande Trail Phase I wherever possible.  Given the 
terrain along Phase I, wherever possible should really mean the majority of this 
length of trail, wherever terrain and land ownership is not an obstacle.  If land 
ownership is an obstacle, keep the singletrack directly adjacent to RG trail, within the 
legal right of way.   This parallel singletrack would be as far from away from the Rio 
Grande trail as possible, and offer sinuous curving features that flow well for 
mountain bikers of all experience levels, while offering a great experience for 
beginner level riders.  The trail should be wide enough that sage brush does not 
require lopping every summer season, but narrow enough to offer a distinct 
experience from the adjacent RG trail.  This singletrack system should be planned to 
tie into a future phase singletrack system of trails just to the east of the Phase I area, 
on the flat sage fields that are currently on the radar for potential open space 
acquisition.   

 
Section 4.3.3 & Section 4.3.4.4: 
Strongly support the improvement of trail connection between Jaffee Park and the 
sage brush fields east of RG trail Phase I area.  While the current soft surface trail is 
of generous width, it is steeper than desired for beginner level and younger 
mountain bikers that would be the key demographic for the potential sage brush field 
singletrack trail network.  While the existing trail route is proposed as a dual surface 
trail improvement project, a sinuous singletrack alternative that cuts grade steepness 
by winding its way up from riverside to sage fields is of equal or greater importance 
to the mountain bike community.  Given proposed project costs, and given that this 
is a spur of the RG trail, a singletrack alternative should be considered mandatory 
for this portion of the project.  

 
Section 4.3.4.1: 
Strongly support the ongoing trail improvement for a bike friendly connection from 
AABC to the river bottom. 

 
Section 4.3.4.2: 
Strongly support the concept of a bike friendly trail connection between Burlingame 
and the Rio Grande trail.  However, budgeting $25,000 to study trail concepts seems 
excessive.  Suggest limiting these study costs as much as possible, and allocate 
funds to trail construction costs instead. 

 
Section 4.3.4.3: 
Strongly support the Stein Bridge improvement project.  Agreed that focus on a new 
trail alignment between the bridge and RG trail will improve the experience for 
cyclists traveling to and from the AABC. 

 
Section 4.3.4.5: (See similar comment under Sky Mountain Park.) 
Strongly support the concept of a soft surface AspenMass trail connecting Jaffee 
Park towards the Intercept Lot.  Given the relatively low user numbers that might be 
expected, this trail should be made available to all user groups, including mountain 
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bikers.  If equestrian use is monitored and shown to be higher than other trails, 
introduce signage designed to inform and educate all users on how to avoid 
conflicts.  This connection is also referenced under section for the Sky Mountain 
Park. 

 
Section 4.3.5.2: 
Strongly support the concept of a direct trail & bridge connection between the Rio 
Grande trail and the Intercept Lot.  Although the estimated cost of this project is very 
high, it would be seen as a critical link between the growing network of trails at Sky 
Mountain Park, trails beyond in Snowmass, the major transportation and parking hub 
of the Intercept Lot itself, and the many destinations afforded by the Rio Grande trail.  
This project would immediately increase loop opportunities for riders and increase 
the ease of access for a potential network of beginner level singletrack trails in the 
sage fields just east of this project area. 

 
Section 4.3.5.3:  (See also above, #6) 
Strongly support the concept of a trail connection between the Intercept Lot and the 
AABC area.  However, given the estimated cost for an 8’ wide hard surface trail, we 
would instead propose a singletrack trail connection that would be used by hikers, 
runners, and mountain bikers.  While there will be some sections of shale to contend 
with (possibly a challenge for construction of a truly sustainable trail), much of the 
potential alignment could be standard 24” wide singletrack trail construction that 
would more readily undulate with the existing topography in a manner not possible 
for a wide hard surface trail.  Specialized wildlife crossings should not be required for 
a traditional singletrack trail.   This would provide for a high quality loop opportunity 
utilizing bike paths, and the new Airline & Cozyline Trails.  Additional trail 
construction ideas for this alignment are offered in the appendix comment section 
(see long comment “emailed after online entry closed”).   

 
Additional RFGMP Comments: 
1. Study and provide future potential for a singletrack trail that would connect the 
Airline Trail to a potential singletrack trail that would connect Intercept Lot to AABC 
(utilizing existing underpass under Highway 82).  Properly monitor the underpass to 
determine if its current use by wildlife would not allow for co-existence of a 
recreation trail.   

 
2. Undertake a trails plan that identifies all possible opportunities for singletrack trails 
within this greater management plan area.  The forthcoming Upper Roaring Fork 
Trails Plan will hopefully accomplish this need, and will partially do so by referring to 
the Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan.   

 
9. Extend the existing singletrack trail along Maroon Creek (accessed from Tiehack 
Bridge), to go beyond Bob Helm Bridge to connect with the Rio Grande Trail.   
 
10. Improve existing singletrack parallel to Rio Grande Trail that is just up valley from Stein 
Park.  This could be a really fun segment of flow trail, even if the length is limited.  Extend 
the trail up valley if possible. 
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11. Improve existing connection from Rio Grande Trail to Aspen Institute to create a fun 
segment of flow trail.  Develop a short loop around the old horse track, or skirt the edge of 
the Institute campus and return back to the Rio Grande using the Grindlay Bridge (currently 
closed to bikes, would need to change this). 
 
12. Create new singletrack to connect Mountain Valley and Knollwood subdivisions to 
Smuggler Mountain Road. 
 
13. Create new singletrack option to the south and east of Smuggler Mountain Road.  This 
would be in addition to the Portal Trail.   
 
 
Smuggler Mountain & Hunter Creek 
 
This area is considered Aspen's backyard, and includes a network of dirt roads and 
singletrack trails that connect to Warren Lakes, Lenado, and adjacent Wilderness.  The 
Smuggler-Hunter Creek Cooperative Plan has addressed a few specific trail creation and 
improvement projects, and creates a process for continued trail approval and development 
in the area.  This Trails Plan is an opportunity to further clarify the long term future of 
recreation for the system.   
 
1. Hummingbird Traverse.  This route is flagged, and has been visited by members of the 
Coop Planning Team and WRNF staff.  Further reviews during spring 2014 are anticipated, 
with trail construction hoped for during 2014.  Given the current nature of the trails in the 
area, there is an open question about the character of this trail, which will depend largely 
on how it gets built.  A flow trail built with small dozer and mini-excavator would be enjoyed 
by many, but a hand built trail would be more in keeping with the rest of the system.   This 
route is less steep that the current dirt road alternative, and utilizes underused singletrack 
in the system, providing a greater percentage of singletrack experience to the average 
rider. 
 
2. Hunter Ditch Trail (Loops 1,2,3,4).  This route is flagged, and has been partially visited 
by members of the Coop Planning Team and WRNF staff.  This route is roughly parallel to 
the existing upper Hunter Creek Trail, from the upper bridge heading towards its end at the 
Wilderness boundary.  The trail follows a historic now unused ditch alignment through 
largely through forest area.  The route is designed to meet up with the HC Trail in several 
locations, allowing users to enjoy a new up/down direction of travel each time out on the 
trail.   
 
3. Lower Plunge Trail.  Either re-route steepest sections causing most drainage problems, 
or re-route the alignment entirely from top to bottom to create part of new high quality loop 
using the Hummingbird Traverse and the Hunter Creek Trail.  Decide on character of this 
loop: beginner or intermediate. 
 
4. Iowa Shaft trail, steep un-sustainable descent to the HC valley floor.  Consider improving 
un-sustainable portions, but otherwise leave this trail segment as an advanced technical 
challenge.  Create a new alternate easier trail segment (connecting the end of the Iowa 
Shaft’s old road bench to the Hunter Valley South trail) that can serve two way traffic up & 
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down.  The current advanced decent is the crux of the easiest loop most new riders are 
introduced to in the area, this is not an ideal situation.  This new trail segment will allow 
area trails to be more easily ridden in both directions, creating more riding options with just 
one short trail segment. 
 
5. Hunter Creek Trail, improve segments for use by cyclists.  With the addition of the Portal 
Trail, easier access to the WRNF will be possible from downtown Aspen.  Ideally, cyclists 
will find their way to the Portal trail from the Rio Grande trail.  A portion of the HC trail below 
Lani White trail should be improved (make less rocky) so that more cyclists can use this 
segment of trail. For cyclists riding up the Portal Trail, when they meet back up with the HC 
trail near Verena Mallory trail, there is a steep rocky section that should also be improved 
for cyclists, perhaps through rock armoring a quarter mile section of trail.   
 
6. Hunter Creek Trail, portions beyond second bridge.  With the construction of the 
Hummingbird Traverse, this section of trail will see more use.  Improve the steep rocky 
sections to make the trail more consistent throughout its length.  Address portion of trail 
going through seasonal wet zone.   
 
7. Hunter Creek Trail, portion between first & second bridge.  Address portion of trail going 
through seasonal wet zone.   
 
8. Hunter Creek Overlook trail.  Address seasonal wet zone at east end with a minor trail 
reroute. 
 
9. Sunnyside trail.  Improve seasonal wet areas near intersection with the Secret-Jedi Trail. 
 
10. 4 Corners to Van Horn Park trail.  Either re-route steepest sections causing most 
drainage problems (especially adjacent to VHP), or re-route the alignment entirely to create 
a new high quality trail that can be used for climbing or descending, as part of a loop with 
the Hobbit Trail.   
 
11. Create official route to top of Van Horn Park, using existing trail.  Re-route existing trail 
at the steepest portion and improve signage to ensure motor vehicles stay off this high 
point.   
 
12. Existing cutoff trail between Iowa Shaft trail & Hunter Valley South trail.  Do not close 
this trail.  Re-route steeper unsustainable portions.  A proposed re-route has been flagged 
and walked with members of the Smuggler Hunter Creek Coop Planning Team and WRNF 
staff.  Consider separation of users; hikers on the Hunter Creek Cutoff (old road), bikers on 
this re-routed cutoff trail.  IN order to eliminate confusing intersections, continue the re-
route trail section from Hunter Valley South to Hunter Creek Trail via a new singletrack trail 
segment.  Goal is provide easy route finding for hikers and bikers, while reducing user 
conflicts.   
 
13. Upper Plunge Trail.  Either re-route steepest sections causing most drainage problems, 
or re-route the alignment entirely from top to bottom to create part of a new high quality trail 
that can be used for climbing or descending.  A significant re-alignment would allow for 
connecting to the 4 Corners area via the Secret Trail from the new Hummingbird Traverse 
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and the Hunter Creek Trail, allowing for a significant singletrack loop rideable in both 
directions.   
 
14. Hunter Valley North trail.  This is an old two track road.  Address seasonal wet zones.  
Consider reclaiming one of the tracks to create a singletrack trail.   
 
15. Create new singletrack trail parallel to FS Road 130 (connecting Van Horn Park to 
Hunter Creek Overlook trail).  This would allow for a longer singletrack experience when 
connecting Hunter Creek Overlook trail to Hobbit Trail as a loop.  FS Road 130 needs 
drainage improvements to limit erosion. 
 
16. New Trail on South Side of Smuggler Mountain (Balcony Trail).  Conceptually approved 
in the draft EA of the Smuggler Hunter Creek Cooperative Plan.  Annual Implementation 
Plan working group to determine a trail alignment that can be brought into the WRNF trail 
inventory.  Many portions of existing alignment can be considered sustainable.  Identify any 
required re-routes that could become future projects.  The trail is currently in use, but is not 
properly regulated, leading to fears of future un-authorized trail expansion.  Establishing a 
system trail & working with locals to re-route un-sustainable segments will alleviate the 
situation. 
 
17. Hunter Valley South trail, extension to the east.  A short dead end trail segment at this 
location was closed via the WRNF TMP.  Reclaim and revegetate this segment, and create 
a new trail that traverses above the valley floor until a point where the trail would turn and 
cross the Hunter Creek to provide a loop opportunity with the Hunter Creek Trail.  The 
creek crossing could be a bridge, or a natural step stone crossing meant to be viable only 
during lower water conditions.  
  
18. Create new “Outer Van Horn Loop” singletrack trail connecting FS Road 130.1 to FS 
Road 131.  This would be a backcountry style experience accessed by existing forest 
roads.  The trail would flow along contour lines, providing a relatively flat singletrack 
experience devoid of significant climbs for 2+ miles.  This trail would make good use of 
existing under-utilized dead end roads and offer spectacular views in an area that was once 
heavily logged.  
 
19. FS Road 130.3.  Possible Road Closure, probably outside the scope of this Trails Plan.  
This very steep road is unsustainable and could be closed in lieu of better opportunities in a 
no net loss strategy. The road encourages vehicle incursion into roadless areas in Bald 
Knob vicinity during hunting season.   
 
20. Create Lower Shady Side “return loop” singletrack.  This concept trail would connect 
from the upper Sunnyside/Shadyside intersection, and head west to the upper corner of 
Tinpot Trail near 4 Corners. This makes for an easier return loop in lieu of the very difficult 
Sunnyside Trail descent. 
 
21. Create singletrack to connect  Smuggler Mt. Rd. Viewing Platform to the existing spur 
road just below the Tootsie Roll Trail.  A nice overlook destination exists at the end of this 
spur road.  A hiker’s trail could connect from here back down to the middle mine area on 
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Smuggler Mt. Rd, allowing for a nice sunny exposure hiking loop option rather than the 
up/down many hikers are accustomed to.    
 
 
Town of Snowmass Village 
 
TOSV Parks staff working with the Snowmass Trails Committee has started a Trails Master 
Plan process, but is delaying it's completion in order to work with the overall goals that will 
be set by the Upper Roaring Fork Trails Plan.  TOSV trails system is well developed and 
will take some creative thinking to determine what’s missing from the system and where it 
can fit into place. 
 
1. Seven Star concept trail on Upper North Mesa & Seven Star Open Space properties.  
Requires dogs to be on leash before Pitkin County OS&T can consider developing this trail 
connecting farthest north end of Rim Trail down to Brush Creek bike path.  Determine type 
of trail design best suited for this part of the network. 
 
2. Town Park, adjacent to the Snowmass Recreation Center will be an ideal location for 
expanded Trailhead amenities as it is centrally located to many Snowmass Trails, provides 
parking, and has opportunity for showers.  This is also an ideal location for a public pump 
track, whether concrete or dirt.   
 
3.  The Nature Trail, located just above Snowmass Village Mall, accessible from the Sleigh 
Ride Trail, is currently closed to bikes from morning to 4pm.  There is a proposal to open 
the Nature Trail to bikes at all times. We support this change, and further support the 
addition of a short trail connecting roughly from the midpoint of the Nature Trail to the base 
of the Rim Trail at its southern trailhead. 
 
4. The Ditch Trail, on the western flank of Snowmass Ski Area, accessed from the Sleigh 
Ride trail, is a relatively flat trail that is currently rated intermediate for.  With some 
improvements this trail could provide an entry level or sea level rider a unique experience 
with big views of Mount Daly and the West Snowmass Creek valley. 
 
5. Secure easement for summer access over Owl Creek Trail.  This winter Nordic route 
does not currently allow for bicycle use per easement restrictions.  A revision could allow 
for a parallel winter fat bike route adjacent to the groomed Nordic track, and eventual 
development of a summertime singletrack route connecting Snowmass to Aspen via an 
easier route than Government Trail or Sky Mountain Park options. 
 
6. As an alternate to Owl Creek Trail concept above, create a new singletrack connection 
from Sinclair Divide (top of Owl Creek Rd.) that heads east towards Buttermilk Mountain.  
This route would be between Owl Creek Trail and Government Trail, and would be 
constructed to offer an easier experience compared to Gov’t Trail while offering similar 
forested vistas. 
 
7. Additional opportunities exist, need to review maps further with local riders. 
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Sky Mountain Park 
 
While Airline Trail and Cozyline Trail both opened late Fall 2013, summer 2014 will see the 
trails properly broken in and popularized.  We're excited to get even more positive feedback 
from the mountain bike community about the quality of the trail and the modern riding 
experience that they offer.  This is very possibly the beginning of the modern trail riding era 
for our region.  Review SMP management plan which includes future trail concepts. 
 
1. Deadline Trail is scheduled for alignment design once the snow melts, construction 
completion estimated at end of June 2014.  This will be a directional downhill flow trail 
connecting Skyline Ridge Trail to Highline Trail.  As proposed, it will become a favored way 
for mountain bikers to descend from SMP down into Snowmass, allowing the Viewline Trail 
to be an uphill and hiker focused route.  
 
2. Airline Connector Trail is schedule to be constructed on the Burlingame Open Space 
ditch in 2014.  This new singletrack will offer riders the opportunity to connect downtown 
Aspen to SMP entirely on dirt.  While this route will be parallel to Owl Creek Rd., and the 
paved Owl Creek bike path, it offers a highly valued experience and entrance into SMP 
from Main Buttermilk parking lot, which acts as the default trail head parking currently for 
SMP on the Aspen side.  Runners and hikers may also enjoy this connection while 
commuters and Snowmass to Aspen rental bikers continue to enjoy the paved path.   
 
3. Provide unpaved trail connection from Rio Grande Trail, (future Sage Meadow trail 
network above Jaffee Park) down to Roaring Fork river, up a new Smith Rd trail alignment 
(this is currently being vetted out between Aspen OS&T and landowner SourceGas), along 
the embankment of Aspen Mass Open Space to the Intercept Lot & Brush Creek 
underpass.  This would provide a seamless connection between Rio Grande Trails and Sky 
Mountain Park’s Cozyline Trail. 
 
4. Revisit Sky Mountain Park’s May 2012 Management Plan.  Specific ‘new trail actions’ 
were recommended, some of which have been completed, some projects are ongoing.   
Original trail names can be confusing; Flatline Trail is currently called Deadline Trail (see 
above).  Ditchline concept trail should be reviewed for best possible alignment in the 
evolving trail network.   
 
 
Aspen Mountain & Richmond Ridge 
 
Aspen Skiing Company operates the Gondola and Sundeck Restaurant during the summer 
and winter seasons.  They offer hiking trails, frisbee golf course, and nature tours.  
Motorized vehicles use the mountain's Summer Road to connect downtown Aspen to 
Richmond Ridge and beyond.  Bikes are not currently allowed on the gondola, but riders 
can ride up the mountain via several dirt roads open to vehicle traffic.  Rental bikes on the 
gondola did not go well when they were allowed 15-20 years ago, but this could be 
revisited.  The front of mountain dirt access road, Summer Road, can be ridden both up 
and down, but is too steep to recommend to most riders. 
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1.  The Aspen Mt. singletrack descent that has been used in the Power of Four summer 
race was created in part using a motorcycle.  It's been characterized as extremely difficult, 
and while fun for some hard core riders, it's not recommended by many who've ridden 
down its steep and tight turning route.   Determine what improvements are needed to keep 
this route open over the long term in a sustainable manner; challenging trails definitely 
have a place in our overall system! 
 
2. Study the possibility of a very long singletrack trail that would allow a broader range of 
riders to enjoy descending (and ideally ascending) the front side of Aspen Mt.  The route 
would traverse the mountain back and forth multiple times carving in and out of the many 
ridges and valleys that make up the front side of Aspen Mt. 
 
3. Concept trail loop on top of Aspen Mountain / Richmond Ridge.  Access by riding up the 
mountain or possibly by riding the gondola with your bike or renting a bike at the Sundeck.  
Route would follow actual Ridge where possible for big views of Highlands, Hayden, 
Independence Pass, Sopris, etc.  Route would stay relatively close to the ridge as a long 
out and back loop, affording rolling terrain rather than long climbs.  Route could include 
passing by the top of Buckhorn ski run for the huge upper valley views.  Make the trail long 
enough to be a destination ride worth seeking out.  Plan a series of stacked loops that 
could be developed in stages.   
 
4. Provide additional riding opportunities on Richmond Ridge, near Sundeck by utilizing 
Luchene’s Rd. to connect to a historic mill site east of the ridge. 
 
 
Aspen Highlands 
 
Not currently a riding destination, this mountain offers dirt roads which access the Congo 
Trail (see Castle Creek for Congo Trail improvements).   
 
1. Develop a singletrack alternative to the summer work roads, allowing riders to climb or 
descend from the top of the Congo Trail.   
 
2. Develop a singletrack alternative to the summer work roads, allowing riders to climb from 
the top of the Congo Trail to the top of Highlands Bowl.  Continue the trail down the 
forested ridge of the G Zones, cut across the middle or bottom of the Bowl to meet with the 
existing Grand Traverse or Grand Reverse trails to return to top of the Congo Trail.  
 
 
Buttermilk Mountain 
 
This mountain is favored by many locals looking to spin up a dirt road for an hour or more.  
The pay off is most often the descent of the final portion of the Government Trail, a classic 
trail that is a big favorite for many rider's.  Aspen Skiing Company has been working on a 
master development plan for several years, but the focus has been on base development 
issues rather than recreation.  
 
1. Sugar Bowls trail.  Connects top of West Buttermilk across ridge to Sugar Bowls 
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meadows, and down to Government trail intersection west of Buttermilk ski area.  Offers 
excellent views, but includes hike a bike section and fall line riding on old cow path.  
Approvals for a re-alignment of this existing singletrack have been in the works with the 
WRNF for years.  RFMBA has identified ideal alignment to make this trail rideable in both 
directions, and has walked the alignment with WRNF biologist who reported no real 
concerns with the plans to close an unsustainable fall line trail and replace it with one that 
traverses the sloping terrain back and forth instead.  Need to have WRNF staff wrap up 
their work on the eastern portion of the project and issue a finding in 2014.  We estimate 
that there can’t be more than 40 hours of work to complete this administrative process.  
Need update from WRNF staff on next steps required to turn this project into a reality for 
2014 or 2015.   
 
2. Concept singletrack trail connecting top of Oregon Trail down to main base of 
Buttermilk.  This proposed route would allow riders to connect downtown Aspen to Airline 
Connector Trail and Sky Mountain Park without the need of paved roads or too many miles 
of paved bike path.  Trail should allow for both up and down riding.  Existing summer work 
road provides this connection but is generally too steep.  As an option to this concept, leave 
the Oregon Trail lower and closer to Tiehack, to allow for a rolling trail that largely contours 
towards the base of main Buttermilk.   
 
3. Base of Tiehack concept system of stacked flow trails.  While the very base might be a 
bit too steep, a couple hundred feet up the mountain, the terrain mellows out enough to 
provide many opportunities for dense network of modern flow trails that could be designed 
to serve all levels of riders.  A skills park could be included.  The views of the upper valley 
from this location are inspiring.  Enough parking exists at base of Tiehack to allow this 
denser type of recreation use.  This is envisioned as non-lifted riding, although the 
opportunity to expand the system uphill to the top of the new high speed Tiehack lift does 
exist (ASC is focusing downhill oriented trail development on Snowmass Mountain given 
Base Village and Elk Camp amenities).  
 
4. Trail connecting from summer work road near the Cliffhouse to the Government Trail 
(where it enters West Buttermilk ski area boundary from the west) was developed due to 
the seasonal closure of the Gov’t trail beyond the ski area boundary.  This trail allows riders 
to ascend Buttermilk via the summer work road, then connect down and across to the 
western boundary where they can ride the Government Trail back to the base of Tiehack 
and beyond.  This trail makes logic sense due to the seasonal closure of Gov’t Trail (and 
associated Sugar Bowls route).  Make this a system trail and explore additional singletrack 
on the upper slopes of Buttermilk that would add value to the overall trail network.  As 
somewhat indicated in #3 above, singletrack connecting base of Tiehack to top of Tiehack 
lift / Cliffhouse could provide an uphill singletrack route up the mountain and an easier 
descent route for those looking to avoid the challenge of lower Government Trail.   
 
 
Snowmass Mountain 
 
Aspen Skiing Company manages a combination of traditional singletrack trails and downhill 
oriented gravity trails on Snowmass Mountain during the summer. The trails dwindle 
towards the east, where the Government Trail (a classic favorite for many riders) continues 
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through WRNF towards Buttermilk Mountain.   
 
1.  Continue sustainable upgrades to existing traditional singletrack trails throughout the 
mountain.  Determine if there are any older trails to abandon on the upper western part of 
the mountain.   
 
2. Support Aspen Skiing Company’s continued development of downhill oriented gravity 
trails on the Elk Camp side of the mountain.  In order for Snowmass to compete with other 
Colorado ski areas and other destination resorts, a critical mass of high quality gravity trails 
needs to be developed.  RFMBA recently supported ASC’s proposal to the WRNF 
requesting creation of a (1) new beginner flow trail, (2) reroutes to portions of the Easy 
Rider Trail to improve it for all users, (3) reroutes to portions of the Vapor Trail to improve 
the trail experience, (4) and creation of a skills park at Elk Camp Meadows.  We support 
additional development of gravity trails over the coming years. 
 
3.  A concept trail would connect the top of Elk Camp Chairlift (start of Vapor Trail), to The 
Sugar Bowls trail adjacent to Buttermilk Mountain.  Continue from Sugar Bowls to 
Government Trail to Aspen.  This concept trail would become an epic destination for locals 
and visitors, providing a backcountry experience, downhill oriented route that connects top 
of Snowmass Mountain (Elk Camp) to Aspen.  This would be an amazing way to finish the 
day after riding the lifts in Snowmass. 
 
 
Independence Pass 
 
Steep mountainous terrain along both sides of Highway 82 and top of Independence Pass 
limits trail opportunities in this zone.  Connections to and from Difficult Campground are 
addressed under City of Aspen. 
  
1. Research to see if the original wagon road route (still visible in some locations, roughly 
parallels Highway 82) might be turned into a historic recreation trail.  Need to understand 
what remains, and what does not coincide with Highway 82.  Not likely to connect town to 
top of pass, but might help to disperse recreation and take some vehicles off the road on 
the already crowded pass. 
 
2. Difficult Campground.  Create a singletrack loop network that serves as a lollipop of sorts 
when riding from Aspen on the East of Aspen Trail.  This loop system could also become a 
winter fat bike and snow shoe loop.  This might also be a good location to add a separate 
nordic track as well. 
 
2. Lower Lost Man Trailhead & Campground could be a location for a short (1/2 mile?) 
hiking and biking loop for families staying at the campground or parking at this trailhead.  
 
3. Evaluate need for increasing size of popular trailhead parking areas: Lower & Upper Lost 
Man, Grottos, Lincoln Creek Rd., etc. 
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Lincoln Creek 
 
This area includes dispersed camping along Lincoln Creek Rd. to Ruby ghost town.  This is 
one of the best places for mountain bikers to pitch a tent in the Aspen area.   
 
1. This dirt road is popular with all users, including motor vehicles.  Easiest opportunity to 
separate bikes is to allow bikes to once again use New York Creek Collection Canal Rd. 
(posted as closed to bikes at some point in recent years, is this a WRNF or water diversion 
project decision?).  Riding this road from Grizzly Reservoir to the west leads to the Lower 
New York Creek Trail, which also used to be open to bikes.  Reopen both routes to bikes 
and study potential for a bridge crossing Lincoln Creek just above New York Creek. 
 
2. Given the density of use in the area, and the long history of bikes in the Lincoln Creek 
valley, a high quality singletrack trail would likely become a valued amenity for campers 
and day use visitors.  Conceptual trail would start at Lincoln Creek Rd., across the road 
from the trailhead for New York Creek Trail, and descend towards the west (finally ending 
at Highway 82 trailhead), staying north and roughly parallel to Lincoln Creek Rd., always 
relatively close to the road.  An existing Wilderness boundary appears to be offset a 1/4 
mile from the road.  On site review needed, some areas are definitely rocky, scree or 
boulder filled, but these could be beautiful benefits, not just trail building challenges.  About 
3 miles in length. 
 
3. The old road/trail up to Anderson and Petroleum Lakes used to be open to bikes.  WRNF 
has signed the route as closed to bikes, although RFMBA advocated for it to remain open 
during the TMP process.  The area is proposed as Wilderness.  We're disappointed to see 
this destination currently closed to bikes as it is the only high alpine lake that could be 
accessed by mountain bike, a truly unique experience.  Given the remote location, this is a 
low priority concern, although it would be valued by riders camping in the area.  This route 
may need some improvements to make it sustainable. 

 
Castle Creek 
 
This valley is a popular paved road riding destination that offers some motorized dirt roads 
to access Aspen Mt., Richmond Ridge, Taylor Pass, and Pearl Pass.   
 
1. The existing Congo Trail descends from 2/3 of the way up Aspen Highlands and meets 
the Castle Creek Valley across the road from Midnight Mine Rd. This route is only ridden 
downhill given how steep it is.  A well designed reroute through the beautiful terrain 
between the start and end of the trail could turn this into a more popular destination, 
possibly offering riding in both directions.  Any improvements should be undertaken with a 
complimentary route improvement for going up (or down) Aspen Highlands (currently dirt 
work road). 
 
2. A connection between Aspen and Crested Butte, utilizing the fabled Pearl Pass (a 
historic location utilized in the early days of mountain biking), could be revitalized through 
creation of a parallel singletrack route along the upper (too steep, too rocky) stretches of 
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Pearl Pass Rd.  This singletrack concept would take considerable investment to create a 
route that's less steep and somewhat less rocky than the current road.  
 
3. Create a new singletrack trail connecting from the upper portion of Congo Trail heading 
south towards Conundrum Creek.  Meet valley floor below the confluence with Conundrum, 
and cross Castle Creek near old bridge location.  Create additional singletrack track trail 
that ascends forested slopes on east side of Castle Creek Rd., and head north to meet with 
trail network proposed to meet at the Aspen Music Festival School Campus.   
 
4. Create singletrack connecting Ashcroft to Aspen utilizing WRNF lands.  Connect to other 
concept trails closer to Aspen. 
 
5. Create a limited network of looping singletrack trails in the Ashcroft area.  Allow for 
snowmobile grooming on these trails for fat bike riding during the winter season. 
 
6. From higher slopes of Cooper Creek/Basin Rd. (Iron Ore Rd.), create singletrack 
descent down Green Mountain ridge down to Ashcroft ghost town and the trail network 
proposed above.  Excellent riding through Aspen groves. 
 
7. Create rideable singletrack that parallels Express Creek Rd. towards Taylor Pass. 
 
 
Maroon Creek 
 
This is a narrow and very popular valley with a paved road that's very popular with cyclists.  
Tourists and locals alike flock to Maroon Lake to take in the Maroon Bells & Pyramid Peak.   
 
1. A high quality two way traffic singletrack trail open to bikes could connect from the 
Ranger Station Entry Gate up to the Maroon Lake visitor parking area, roughly paralleling 
the paved road on it's western uphill side.  The East Maroon Creek trail exists on the 
eastern side of the valley, but is not open to bikes.  Trailhead parking lot for road and 
mountain bikers could be provided near the Ranger Station.  Investigate further connection 
back to Base of Tiehack via slopes & ditches above TLazy 7 and residential areas along 
Maroon Creek Rd. 
 
 
Woody Creek, Larkspur Mountain, & Area upvalley from Snowmass Canyon 
 
This northeast corner of the Trail Plan study area is in some ways the most remote and 
least developed  However, it is also a destination for motorized users, and has a history of 
ranching and timber extraction.  The top of Larskpur also provides access to the fabled 
Arbaney Kittle Trail that connects to Basalt.  Primitive camping is available, but it is a long 
drive from Aspen and Snowmass.   
 
1. Given easement access through Aspen Valley Ranch to Red Canyon, develop the 
primitive trail so that it connects valley floor (Rio Grande Trail very close) to Arbaney Kittle 
Trail.  This connection provides access to the existing motorized trail network, and provides 
an exit for riders leaving the Arbany Kittle Trail around the halfway point.   
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2. Improve Hannon Creek Trail into a worthwhile trail for gravity shuttle riding.  Allow for 
creation of optional parallel routes with advanced features and varying degrees of difficulty.   
Once the trail is improved and becomes a worthy destination, allow for commercial shuttle 
services to operate on Woody Creek Rd. / FS Rd. 103. 

3. Open existing motorcycle trails that parallel FS Rd. 103 to use by mountain bikes.  
Develop further so that the trail connects top of Larkspur down to Lenado.  If the area is 
further developed as a gravity shuttle destination, this would provide an additional riding 
option.   

4. Create new singletrack connection between Woody Creek and Lenado, roughly parallel 
to and on the north side of Woody Creek Rd. 
 
5. Create new singletrack connection between upper Sunny/Shady intersection down the 
backside of Red Mountain to the Woody Creek valley near the old Nadel Ranch. 
 
6. The red dirt hills above Aspen Valley Ranch provide good solar exposure for early and 
late season riding in the lower elevations.  There could be a trail or two in this location, 
departing from AVR trailhead.  A bench trail extending from AVR trailhead could follow 
along the red cliffs northeast of Highway 82 (Snowmass Canyon) down to Basalt. 
 
7. Create new singletrack connecting Aspen Village to both Watson Divide and Cozy Point, 
utilize historic ditches where possible. 
 
End of document. 
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